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Turnstiles Designed
for Various Purposes

Both for Exterior
and Interior Use

Administrative Buildings,
Sports Centres,
Public Transport, etc.

Produced of
High Quality Materials

Wide Range of
Accessories

Turnstiles
for Access Control

CASTLE Turnstile
General information
Universal type of tripod turnstile for passage
control with a wide range of both internal and
external use. The material quality, its processing
as well as the robust execution of the turnstile and
its resistance against temperature fluctuation
guarantee reliability and long lifespan of
the product. Improved design of the housing
provides easy access to the mechanism for
technical maintenance purposes.The mechanism
is accessible via the top cover that is locked by
a special key. The entry for the disabled needs to
be completed with a separate gate. Anchor set
included.

Use
Industrial and administrative buildings, shops,
public transport, sports and leisure centres

Characteristics

Advantages

?
Both two-way and one-way passage (e.g.

?
Simple installation, easy maintenance
?
A range of identification media and

controls - according to the client`s
individual requirements - contactless
cards, chips, remote control, bar code,
etc.
?
Long lifespan of mechanical construction
- high-quality steel of 2 mm thickness
?
The construction design allows easy

with limited entry and free exit)
?
Light indication of the passage (green/red

arrow)
?
Anti-panic system - dropping of the turning

arm to allow free passage through the
turnstile
?
Turnstile has a mechanical drive (suitable for
the outdoor use) or a servo drive
?
Housing is made of stainless steel or steel
painted with a RAL colour

Control
Autonomous
?
autonomous access unit - GPX Apr
(autonomous reader of contactless cards)
?
coin and token validator
?
push button
?
remote control
Via superordinate systems
(parametric setting of functions, parameters):
?
Access System - all data operations can be
performed (permitting and blocking of access
cards for buildings and zones, statistics of
persons' presence, access rights, etc.) GPA –
access system: GreenPro Acces
?
Ticketing Systems (admission tickets sale,
booking, statistics, pre-paid entrance)

Optional accessories
Type of the drive, colour, GPX Pr or GPX Apr
contactless card reader or other access medium
with a potential-less output contact, remote
control, etc.

Technical data
Minimum width of
entrance blocking
530 mm
Number of passages
15-25 persons/min.
Power consumption max. 60 W
Power supply
24+-3 V
Dimensions l/w/h
1170/260/1050 mm
Weight, max.
50 kg
Operating temperature -25 to +45oC
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